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Objective

Energetic, focused and committed to each assignment and looking forward to being an asset in 
any and every opportunity. Attention to detail and appreciation for accuracy is essential when 
compiling pertinent data.

Skills

Molder, Forklift Driver.

Work Experience

Molder/Representative
ABC Corporation  2006 – 2014 
 Manufacturer of a multitude of products and accessories for the ground supports the airline 

industry.
 Responsible for the setup, operation, and tending of plastic molding machines to mold 

thermoplastic products.
 Observed continuous operation of automatic machines to ensure that products meet 

specifications and to detect jams or malfunctions, making adjustments as necessary.
 Measured and visually inspected products for surface and dimension defects to ensure 

conformance to specifications.
 Positioned and secured workpieces on machines, and start feeding mechanisms.
 Turned valves and dials of machines to regulate pressure, temperature, and speed and feed 

rates, and to set cycle times.
 Removed finished or cured products from dies or molds, using hand tools, air hoses, and other

equipment, stamping.

Molder
Custom Electronics, Inc.  2005 – 2006 
 Set up molds with capacitor packs to be molded, encapsulated the packs with epoxy to bake, 

remove when done baking, clean molded packs and set up for the next set.
 check dimensions with calipers to be sure the part is within specifications.
 As with any job I do I became proficient at my job so I can produce optimum amount of parts 

with minimal tear down to have to rebuild.
 on many orders the company has behind on for some time I have worked extremely hard to 

get the orders on time and ahead in some cases.
 Skills Used attention to detail, very precise as the parts to be molded need specific 

dimensions inside the molds to be molded.
 became proficient and managed time to be able to run several different molds and keep 

orders on time, get ones caught up if behind.
 all parts required reading and understanding blueprints..
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